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	 	 	         COBRA System references

"I have to admit that when the COBRA arrived & I saw the size of the rig & only 2 amps, I was a bit
sceptical that it would provide the necessary "grunt" to fill the room at the required levels,
however, following a quick setup & test it was apparent that this rig was more than capable of
providing the necessary level and coverage - all in all the Dynacord COBRA seems to be a great
sounding, cost effective solution."
Neale Mace Entertainment Installations, NSW - 02 4324 3873

"We have used the system to great effect for several large rallies and for artists including Adam
Brand, Marcia Hines, Graeme Connors and Machine Gun Fellatio. The speed with which the
system can be assembled and the excellent preset tuning mean that side of stage mixes are a
breeze. The system provides even, full bandwidth coverage outdoors to 50m and beyond."
Tony Hystek Action Sound, Sydney - 02 9764 6622

"The Cobra System at Mount Evelyn Christian Fellowship was purchased as a result of many years
of frustration that resulted from the old PA system. The environment at MECF required a system 
that would cope with the demands of weekly church events, theatrical style productions, school 
concerts, rock & Roll and classical/choral events all in an auditorium that could only be described 
as "A little awkward."  The Cobra was easy to operate and allowed less experienced engineers to 
achieve an acceptable standard of sound. One of the big advantages that we noticed from the 
Cobra was its feedback rejection.  The Cobra has been a great solution for us with its excellent 
performance and ease of installation it stood out from the other alternatives in the price range."
Quenten Knoll Production Manager, Victoria - 03 9737 0007

"The Dynacord COBRA System has been a welcomed addition to our hire inventory.  The system 
is stackable, quick and easy to set up for anybody, runs off two power amps and comes  pre-patched 
for easy set up; and the most important thing, it's useful for a variety of indoor and outdoor 
applications.  Our fussy corporate clients have been impressed with speed of set up and quality of 
sound.  We have also received numerous compliments at outdoor shows regarding excellent 
coverage for the size of the system, allowing for much greater site lines. I'm considering purchasing 
a second system in the very near future.  Total value for money as the price is very, very affordable.  
We can't go wrong with our COBRA System." 
Nigel Line Director, Brisbane Sound & Lighting - 07 3257 1040
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"The cobra system sounds great travels well, and bangs hard for its price, The system size, volume 
and its dispersion makes it an ideal system for many medium sized venues and events.
The amazing thing is that it's even coverage and smooth response makes it all too easy, add that 
to it's footprint and that it is ground stackable and flyable and you will know why we have 2 full 
systems in our hire inventory".
Simon Hunt AAA Productions, Perth - 08 9317 2055

"With regard to sound quality, transportability and ease of operation we couldn't be happier with 
the Cobra system. One client questioned that these speakers were delivering what he was hearing 
and when he saw the amp rack he truly believed we'd patched into the house system. The Cobra 
System has redefined efficiency. Anyway you look at it, the future is clear with Cobra."
Dave Dempsey, The Music Box, Sydney - 02 9797 1800

"This system is very compact, fool proof and displays a lot of the good characteristics that
the big name line-arrays provide, for the price unbelievably wide and even dispersion with a
very flat frequency response."
Grant Sassell FOH engineer - 0418852647

"Metrochurch is excited to have the Dynacord Cobra line array system. Dynacord has delivered a 
compact system that provides exceptional definition at any SPL, combined with unparalleled 
sound dispersion." 
Hugh Thomson - 0421117113

"That system rocks mate!  Talk about loud!  It puts the metal in metallica…the hiss in KISS…
the bark in BARNSEY...the boo in The WHO...Oh yes did I mention immaculate frequency response, 
pristine clarity, ease of set up and excellent value for money?"
Felix, The Roundhouse University of NSW - 0417 277 751

Bartons Sound Systems - NZ - 3 systems
Panthers World of Entertainment - NSW
Totally Sound - WA

For further information please contact Bryan Davidson


